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strongly of it in the beginning j the reason thereof is that, having
translated many books of that into English verse, and not greatly
liking the subject, I altered the shape, and of a Dutchman fashioned
a mere Englishmen."
Grobiax-      Dedekind wrote his Grobianns in Latin, and it was turned into
**m	German by Kaspar Scheldt (1551), who was responsible for many
additional features which Dedekind gladly accepted and made
use of in the expanded Grobianus et Grobwna (1552), in which a
new character, Grobiana, a sluttish and shameless quean, matches
Grobian's uncouthness. The work was immensely popular; it
went into numerous editions, and was repeatedly translated. An
English translation, The Schoole ofSlovenrie : or Cato turned wrong
side outward, appeared in 1605. Grobianus was "the Cato of
inverted etiquette." * All the dictates of good breeding are read
backwards. He gets up lazily at midday, and if it is cold dresses
himself without ceremony before the hall fire. He goes unwashed
and with his hair uncut; he makes himself comfoi table at whom-
soever else's expense. Gluttony is his ruling passion, unmannerli-
ness his pride. He is the grand exponent of what Scheidt called
" the art of unseemly, riotous, and filthy behaviour."
The	Grobianism was merely Dekker's starting-point.    At first he
London      keeps close to his original; but he rapidly finds that the scathing
£	satire of boorish Germans falls flat when applied to his own country-
men. The London gallant was noted for excessive attention to his
person and for ostentatious attire, not for dirt and slovenliness. The
fault of his manners was rather affectation and mincing gentility
than wilful and overbearing churlishness. Dekker therefore changes
his plan, and, maintaining the style of ironical instruction, tells
one of those raw youths who aspired to cut a figure among the
town gallants how he should behave in a tavern, in an ordinary,
at the playhouse, and in that resort of all that is elegant, Paul's
Walk.
The gull had already appeared in Lanthorne and Candle-Light; he
was, in fact, the indispensable dupe in all the tales of cony-catching.
He was "the freshwater soldier" who had never before followed
1 C. H. Heiford, Studies in the Literary Relations of England and Germany in
the Sixteenth Century, 1886, vii. • «« Grobianus and Grobianism." Cp Gamb. Hist,
cf Eng* LrV.j Hi., p, ga, and iv,, pp. 355-356. Cato was a mediaeval manual
of etiquette.

